
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

DAN E. MOLDEA 
5766 Sherier Pl NW 
Washington, DC 20016 

Plaintiff 

V. 

MICHAEL OVITZ 
1234 Benedict Canyon Drive 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Defendant 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

Case No. 
-------

---- -- - - - - - --- -
) 

COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, Dan E. Moldea, brings this action and complains and alleges as follows: 

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff Dan E. Moldea is a resident of the District of Columbia.

2. Upon information and belief, Defendant Michael Ovitz is a resident of the State of

California. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over this case pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1332, in

that this is a civil action between citizens of different States and in which citizens of a foreign 

state are parties, and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000. 

4. This Court has personal jurisdiction over the parties because the acts giving rise to

the Complaint took place in the District of Columbia and elsewhere. 

5. Venue lies in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1391(a)(2).
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BACKGROUND FACTS 

6. Plaintiff Dan E. Moldea is an investigative journalist. A best-selling author,

Moldea has written nine books, including the recently published Hollywood Confidential: A true 

Story of Wiretapping, Friendship, and Betrayal. 

7. Defendant Michael Ovitz is a former talent agent in the California entertainment

industry and the target of a number of critical, high-profile articles authored by journalist Anita 

Busch. 

8. On or about June 20, 2002, and roughly coinciding with Busch's ongoing

negative coverage of Ovitz, Busch discovered that her car windshield had been damaged, and a 

note was attached containing the word "STOP." Also on the windshield was a tray covering a 

dead fish and a rose. Subsequently, Busch was the near victim of a hit-and-run automobile 

accident, which appeared consistent with a campaign of intimidation. For brevity, Plaintiff refers 

to these referenced events collectively herein as the "Incidents." Busch alleged that a campaign 

of harassment and intimidation followed the Incidents, although she initially asserted that many 

of the perpetrators and/or co-conspirators were unknown. Busch further alleged that a follow-on 

investigation revealed that her computer had been hacked and her phones wiretapped. 

9. In the spring of 2003, Anita Busch invited Dan Moldea to help her publish a book

about the Incidents and the events, prosecutions and civil litigation that followed. By agreement, 

Busch would relate the events, and Moldea would write the narrative, with Busch retaining 

certain editorial privileges. Because she was the principal subject of the book, Busch insisted 

that Moldea be its sole author. The book was tentatively titled, "A Woman at Risk." Proceeds 

would be split 60/40 in favor of Anita Busch. 
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10. Following investigation of the Incidents by state and federal law enforcement,

criminal charges were brought against private investigator Anthony Pellicano, as well as his 

alleged cohort, Alexander Proctor, and others in connection to the threats, the wiretapping and 

the computer hacking. The arrests and prosecutions that followed were the source of tremendous 

public interest, with much reporting on the subject. 

11. In May of 2004, Anita Busch filed a civil suit (the "Busch/Ovitz litigation")

against a number of defendants, some named and others identified only as CLIENT DOE (for 

Pellicano's client) or DOES 1 through 100. The suit alleged, inter alia, conspiracy, intentional 

infliction of emotional distress, assault, invasion of privacy, and the violation of state penal and 

civil statutes. 

12. Moldea performed in accordance with his obligations, but the relationship

between Busch and Moldea ultimately unraveled in May 2005 over Busch's stated concern that 

publication could give cover or defenses to those named in her civil suit. By that time, Moldea 

had worked for free on this book project for two years. When Moldea complained about Busch's 

unilateral decision to stop their book project, Busch launched a series of false and misleading 

statements about Moldea, in what amounted to a running smear campaign. 

13. In November of 2008, Busch amended her Complaint to identify Michael Ovitz as

DOE 4 and CLIENT DOE, alleging that he had hired Pellicano to threaten/harass Anita Busch so 

as to intimidate and cause her harm and injury, and to destroy her career. 

14. On August 18, 2011, Ovitz served Dan Moldea with a subpoena to appear at a

deposition in the District of Columbia. It was clear Ovitz was seeking insight and evidence 

relating to Busch's state of mind at the time of and following the Incidents, particularly relating 
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to the timing of Busch's realization that Ovitz was likely DOE 4 and/or CLIENT DOE. 

15. After withdrawing his subpoena, Ovitz forwarded Busch's deposition transcripts

to Moldea from the Busch/Ovitz litigation which contained demonstrably false and defamatory 

statements about Moldea. 

16. Ultimately, Ovitz dispatched his counsel to meet with Moldea and his attorneys in

the District of Columbia to negotiate the parameters of a Common Interest Agreement that would 

allow for collaboration. Multiple meetings to discuss terms of the Agreement and documentary 

evidence also took place between Ovitz's counsel and Moldea in D.C. in September of 2011, 

October of 2015, and January of 2017. In every instance, Ovitz sent his agent, counsel Eric 

George, to Washington, D.C. to discuss, negotiate, and refine a Common Interest Agreement. 

17. In an effort to correct the record, but recognizing the likelihood of retaliation

against Moldea for cooperating with Ovitz, the parties determined to proceed in accordance with 

the Common Interest Agreement, the breach of which is at issue herein. 

THE COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT 

18. On November 9, 2011, the parties entered into the Common Interest Agreement,

attached hereto as Exhibit A. The second paragraph aptly describes the intentions of the parties: 

[T]he Parties have concluded that they have legal interests in common relating to
their discussions regarding the lawsuit of Busch v. Pellicano (Case No.
BC3 l 6318) currently pending in Los Angeles Superior Court (the "Litigation"),
and wish to cooperate in the pursuit of their common legal interest[.]

Ex. A, p. 1. 

19. The Parties' respective interests were straightforward, and each are addressed in the

Common Interest Agreement. 
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20. Ovitz generally wanted information relative to Busch for his defense in the

Busch/Ovitz litigation. More specifically, he sought a written declaration from Moldea that 

would set out a number of potentially relevant operative facts, including when Busch first 

identified DOE 4 and CLIENT DOE to be Ovitz. The contract provided that "Moldea, in lieu of 

sitting for a deposition or producing documents pursuant to a notice of deposition served by 

Ovitz, will provide a declaration (the 'Declaration') that truthfully and accurately describes 

certain aspects of his collaboration with Anita Busch ... on the manuscript 'A Woman At Risk.'" 

21. Moldea's interest was different. He sought to end the malicious campaign waged

by Busch against him, along with indemnification against further harm as a result of his 

cooperation with Ovitz. In light of ongoing attacks against Moldea by Busch, including 

statements made during the discovery phase of the Busch/Ovitz litigation, and to compensate 

Moldea for his time and energy to assist Ovitz's information-gathering efforts, Ovitz agreed: 1) 

to submit Moldea's Declaration to Busch's counsel and send a written demand for a 

retraction/apology from Busch for slanderous statements she had made about Moldea (Ex. A, ,r3, 

or, alternatively 2) if Busch refused to retract or apologize, Ovitz's counsel (also a signatory to 

the Common Interest Agreement) was to send a letter to Moldea reflecting counsel's opinion that 

Busch's statements were inaccurate. Ex. A, ,r4. 

22. At all relevant times hereto, Moldea complied with the terms of the Common

Interest Agreement. He spent hundreds of hours on Ovitz-requested/related tasks: he drafted a 

lengthy declaration for Ovitz's use and submission in the Busch/Ovitz litigation, spent hundreds 

of hours compiling documents for that purpose, traveled to California to testify at a hearing, and 

complied in all ways asked of him to assist Ovitz in his efforts. 
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23. Ovitz's counsel submitted the Declaration, appending it to his Motion for

Summary Judgment, filed on or about October 31, 2012. 

24. Beginning in late January of 2018, following settlement discussions that would

resolve the Busch/Ovitz litigation, Moldea requested that Ovitz and his counsel comply with the 

dictates of paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Common Interest Agreement and demand from Busch the 

retraction and/or apology. Ovitz, through counsel, refused and similarly refused to issue the 

requisite opinion letter. 

25. Paragraph 6 of the Common Interest Agreement sets forth damages for just this

type of breach: "The parties agree that Moldea will suffer harm and prejudice in his personal life 

and professional career, equal to at least $250,000 if Ovitz's counsel fails to provide the Letter 

pursuant to paragraph 4." 

COUNTI 

Breach of Contract 

26. Plaintiff realleges and reaffirms each and every allegation contained in Paragraphs

1 through 25 and incorporates the same as though fully set forth herein. 

27. The Common Interest Agreement constitutes a binding contract by and between

Plaintiff Dan Moldea and Defendant Michael Ovitz with regard to their cooperative efforts 

described herein. 

28. Defendant Ovitz materially breached the Common Interest Agreement by failing

to demand an apology/retraction from Busch for false statements made about Moldea, as 

required in paragraph 3 of the Agreement. 

29. Defendant Ovitz further materially breached paragraph 4 of the Common Interest

Agreement by failing to send a letter to Moldea that recites each of Busch's false statements, as 
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described in paragraph 3 of the Agreement, and offering Ovitz's counsel's option that such 

statements are inaccurate. 

30. PlaintiffMoldea has been harmed by the breaches of contract alleged herein.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Dan Moldea demands judgment against Defendant Michael 

Ovitz in the amount of not less than $250,000 in compensatory damages, plus interest, costs, and 

such other and further relief as this Court deems proper. 

TRIAL BY JURY 

Plaintiff requests a trial by jury on all counts so triable. 

R� 
Roger C. Simmons, Esq. (Bar No. 12195) 
Gordon & Simmons, LLC 
1050 Key Parkway 
Suite 101 
Frederick, Maryland 21702 
(301) 662-9122 (Office)
(301) 698-0392 (Fax)
rsimmons@gordonsimmons.com
Counsel for Plaintiff, Dan E. Moldea
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COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT

This Common Interest Agreement (this "Agreement") is entered into as of
November L,2011 between Michael S. Ovitz ("Ovitz") and Dan Moldea ("Moldea")
(each individually a "Party" and collectively the "Parties").

WHEREAS, the Parties have concluded that they have legal interests in common
relating to their discussions regarding the lawsuit of Busch v. Pellicano (Case No.
BC316318), currently pending in Los Angeles Superior Court (the "Litigation"), and wish
to cooperate in the pursuit of their common lega! interest;

WHEREAS, the Parties have determined it to be in their individual and common
interests for them to share with each other information relating to the Litigation that is
protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrine and by other
applicable rules or rules of law, including, but not limited to, communications. client
confidences, documents, memoranda of law, opinion letters, factual and/or opinion work
product, transcript digests. witness statements, factual summaries, debriefing materials,
discovery planning and/or any other media (collectively, the "Common Interest
Information"), in furtherance of their common legal interest;

WHEREAS, the Parties recognize that the voluntary and "at will" exchange of the
Common Interest Information will further their common legal interest and wish to avoid
waiving any applicable legal privileges;

NOW THEREFORE, in furtherance of their common legal interest, and in
consideration of the mutual promises and obligations of the Parties, the receipt and
sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:

1. The Parties agree that Moldea, in lieu of sitting for a deposition or
producing documents pursuant to a notice of deposition served by Ovitz, will provide a
declaration (the "Declaration") that truthfully and accurately describes certain aspects of
his collaboration with Anita Busch ("Busch") on the manuscript "A Woman At Risk." As
used herein, references to the Declaration include any exhibits attached to or
documents referenced in the written declaration.

2. The parties agree that Ovitz shall reimburse Moldea for any travel-related
or other expenses incurred in connection with the preparation of the Declaration, or any
appearance by Moldea for the purpose of providing deposition or tria! testimony.

3. Ovitz intends to submit the Declaration to counsel for Busch, together with
a demand that Busch (a) dismiss the Litigation against Ovitz and (b) issue a writing to
Moldea retracting. and apologizing for, Busch's deposition statements that: (i) "[Moldea]
was inaccurate on so much stuff;" (ii) "He would make stuff up, just fabricate things.
What I was feeling, what I was thinking. All sorts of stuff. It was -- it was just a constant
problem;" (iii) "And then he would -- a Jotof stuff was just completely inaccurate and I
would throw it out;" (iv) "No, I mean the whole thing was bad. You don't understand.
You would have had to have experienced it and then talked to him and then come --
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and then find out what came back, and it's just like -- some of it was - it was just
unbelievably bad. Badly -- inaccuracies. There's inaccuracies throughout the whole
thing;" (v) "I told Dan Moldea many, many times that the stuff he was writing was
inaccurate;" (vi) "No. He just threw that in. He would that sometimes, he would just
throw in stuff;" (vii) "Everything was -- there were mistakes everywhere. There were
mistakes in everything;" (viii) "Because he made things up out of full cloth sometimes.
And he was also -- he just wasn't adhering to real basic Journalism 101 rules;" (iv)
"Because sometimes it got so absolutely bad that you just stopped reading and you call
him up and say, 'I don't know what you are doing;'" and (v) "There is a reason to doubt
everything he did."

4. Should Busch decline to issue the foregoing apology, Ovitz's counsel
agrees to send a letter to Moldea that recites each of the deposition statements set forth
above, and offers Ovitz's counsel's opinion that such statements are inaccurate (the
"Letter"). The Letter shall be submitted by Ovitz to Moldea within a reasonable time after
Busch's refusal to issue the foregoing apology.

5. The Parties further agree that Moldea may publish and use the Letter in
any way not inconsistent with this Agreement. .,.

6. The parties agree that Moldea will suffer harm and prejudice in his
personal life and professional career, equal to at least $250,000, if Ovitz's counsel fails
to provide the Letter pursuant to paragraph 4.

7. Should the Declaration be filed for any purpose in the Litigation, Ovitz
shall take all reasonable and necessary steps to ensure that the Declaration is not
submitted under seal or otherwise treated as confidential. Moldea will cooperate with
Ovitz to ensure the Declaration is not treated as confidential.

8. In the event Moldea is personally sued for any reason(s) related to
providing the Declaration or for publishing the Letter, Ovitz agrees to pay all reasonable
attorney's fees and expensesincurred by Moldea in defending such claims, on the
condition that Moldea is represented in any such proceeding only by Gordon &
Simmons LLC and Browne George Ross LLP. In the event that Moldea is personally
sued for providing the Declaration or for publishing the Letter in a jurisdiction where
local counsel is needed, Moldea may choose local counsel. In the event Moldea is
personally sued for any reason(s) related to providing the Declaration or for publishing
the Letter, Ovitz agrees to indemnify Moldea against any judgment.

9. Common Interest Information exchanged under this Agreement shall be
used only in connection with the Litigation and conducting such other activities as are
necessary and proper to carry out the purposes of this Agreement.

10. Nothing contained in this Agreement has the effect of limiting a Party's use
of information or documents in its possession prior to this Agreement.
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11. Nothing contained in this Agreement has the effect of limiting a Party's use
of information that is not Common Interest Information, regardless of when the
information is obtained.

12. Nothing contained in this Agreement has an effect on the Joint Stipulation
and Order Re: Handling of Confidential Material that has been entered in the Litigation
and signed on June 11, 2009.

13. Aside from the Declaration and the Letter, the Parties agree that all
Common Interest Information is private and confidential information and is protected
from disclosure to any third party by the attorney-client privilege, the work product
doctrine, and by other applicable rules or rules of law. The disclosure of Common
Interest Information shall in no way and under no circumstances waive any attorney-
client privilege, the work product doctrine or any other applicable privilege that a Party
may assert with respect to such Common Interest Information. Each Party shall take
appropriate measures to maintain the confidentiality of all Common Interest Information.
Whenever possible, Common Interest Information shall be labeled as "Confidential" or
"Privileqed Materials," but failure to so label any such Common Interest Information
shall not constitute a waiver of any privilege nor a waiver of any right or obligation
provided for in this Agreement. .

14. Any disclosure or exchange of Common Interest Information by the
Parties related to or in connection with the Litigation, including disclosures and
exchanges made or to be made for the purposes described in the recitals to this
Agreement, has been and shall be accomplished pursuant to the doctrine referred to as
the "common interest" or "joint-defense doctrine" common interest rule or "joint defense
doctrine", including as defined and discussed in United States v. Schwimmer, 892 F.2d
237,243-244 (2d Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1071 (1990), as well as in United
States v. McPartlin, 595 F.2d 1321,1336-37 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 833
(1979) and recognized in Eisenberg v. Gagnon, 766 F.2d 770, 787 (3rd Cir.), cert.
denied, 474 U.S. 946 (1985), Hunvdee v. United States, 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965),
Continental Oil Co. v. United States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964), Weil Ceramics &
Glass, Inc. v. Work, 110 F.R.D. 500, 502-503 (E.D.N.Y. 1986), Western Fuels Ass'n v.
Burfington N.R.R., 102 F.R.D. 201, 203 (D. Wyo. 1984), In re LTV Secs. Litigation, 89
F.R.o. 595,604 (N.D. Tex. 1981), In re Grand Jury Subpoena, 406 F. Supp. 381
(S.D. N.Y. 1975), Meza V. H. Muehlstein & Co., 176 Cal. App. 4th 969,981 (2009), OXY
Res. Cal. LLC V. Super. Ct., 115 Cal. App. 4th 874, 891 (2004), STI Outdoor LLC V.
Super. Ct., 91 Cal. App. 4th 334, 341 (2001),2 Weinstein's Evidence § 503(b)[06]
(1980), and numerous other authorities and to the maximum extent recognized by law.
Any Party who receives Common Interest Information as a result of this Agreement may
only disclose the same to those persons identified in advance by the Party receiving the
Common Interest Information and previously approved by the Party who furnished the
Common Interest Information (collectively, the "Authorized Recipients"); provided,
however, counsel to any Party providing any Common Interest Information may
designate some or all of such Common Interest Information as "restricted" and counsel
receiving such "restricted" Common Interest Information shall not disclose such
"restricted" Common Interest Information to anyone, including the Authorized
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Recipients, without the consent of the Party who furnished the Common Interest
Information. No Authorized Recipient may disclose any Common Interest Information to
any person, other than its counselor another Authorized Recipient, without the consent
of the Party who first furnished the Common Interest Information.

15. If any person not a Party to this Agreement requests or demands, by
subpoena or otherwise, any Common Interest Information, counsel to the Party

.receiving the request or demand will immediately notify the other Party with rights in
said information and its counsel. The person or entity seeking the Common Interest
Information will be informed that such information remains privileged and/or otherwise
protected, and may not be disclosed without the consent of the Party who furnished the
Common Interest Information. The Party receiving the request or demand also shall
take all steps necessary and appropriate to permit the assertion by the Party that
furnished the Common Interest Information of all applicable rights and privileges with
respect to the Common Interest Information and shall cooperate with the Party that
furnished the Common Interest Information in the assertion of such rights and
privileges.

16. Nothing contained in this Agreement has the effect of transforming
counsel for one Party into counsel for the other Party or creating an attorney-client
relationship between one Party and the other Party's counsel.

17. Each Party agrees that participating in this Agreement will not be used as
a basis to seek the disqualification of the other Party's counsel in any future litigation, if
such litigation should arise, between the Parties concerning issues unrelated to the
subject matter of this Agreement.

18. Any Party may withdraw from this Agreement at any time by providing
written notice of that intention to the remaining Party. As to any Common Interest
Information already obtained or exchanged under this Agreement, any Party which
withdraws from this Agreement shall, not more than ten days after providing notice,
retum the originals of all tangible Common Interest Information to the Party who
furnished them and destroy all copies thereof. A Party's withdrawal from this
Agreement shall not affect such Party's obligations under this Agreement with respect to
information previously exchanged. Specifically, once the Declaration is provided, Ovitz's
obligations under paragraphs 2-8 of this Agreement are non-dischargeable.

19. This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the Parties relating to
their subject matters, and all prior or contemporaneous agreements, understandings,
representations, and statements, whether oral or written, are superseded hereby and
thereby.

20. No breach of any provision of this Agreement can be waived unless in
writing. Waiver of anyone breach shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any other
breach of the same or any other provision hereof.
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21. All notices and demands under this Agreement shall be sent by registered
or certified mail, postage prepaid or via overnight delivery, to the intended recipient as
set forth below such Party's signature hereto. Notices shall be deemed given and
demands made when received by addressee.

22. If any provision of this Agreement is deemed invalid or unenforceable, the
balance of this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.

23. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and all counterparts so
executed shall constitute one Agreement binding on a/l Parties. This Agreement may
be executed and delivered via facsimile or electronic transmission which shall be
binding on all parties.

24. This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the
laws of the State of California. The Parties do not agree to any specific venue or
jurisdiction of any dispute arising out of or with respect to this Agreement.

25. This Agreement shall not create any agency or similar relationship
between the Parties. Nor shall entry into this Agreement affect or alter any other
obligations or agreements between any of the Parties hereto which now exist or which
will come into existence in the future.

26. This Agreement shall not constitute or be used as evidence of any
admission by either of the Parties as between themselves or by any person not a Party
hereto.

27. This Agreement may be modified or amended only by a writing executed
by the authorized representatives of the Parties.

[Signatures on following page]
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Michael S. Ovitz

By: _
Michael S. Ovitz

Notice Information:
Counsel for Michael S. Ovitz
Eric M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2400
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Eric M. Geroge

By: _

Eric M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
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Dan E. Moldea

BY:?~~
Dan E. Moldea

Notice Information:
Counsel for Dan E. Moldea
Roger C. Simmons
Jodi Lynn Foss
Gordon & Simmons, LLC
1050 Key Parkway, Suite 101
Frederick, MD 21702
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Nov 08 2011 3:02PM HP LASERJET FAX

NQtict InfQ!T!JI1ion:
COUnset for MIchael S. OVitz
Ene M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Stars. Suite 2400
Los Angeles, CA 90007

Eric M. Geroge

8)': _

Eric M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Star$. Suite 2400
LO$ Angeles, CA 90067

1017tU

p.l

Dan E. Moldea

By:
Dan-=E.~M~o~ld~e-a-----------

Notice 'nforrnation:
Counsel for Dan E. Moldea
RogerC, SImmons
Jodi Lynn Foss
Gordon & Simmons, LI.C
1050 Key Parkway, Suite 101
Frederick. MO 21702
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Michael S. Ovitz

By: _
Michael S. Ovitz

.Notice Information:
Counsel for Michael S. Ovitz
Eric M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2400
Los Angeles, CA 90067

Eric M. Geroge

Eric M. George
Browne George Ross LLP
2121 Avenue of the Stars, Suite 2400
Los Angeles, CA 90067
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Dan E. Moldea

By:
Dan-~E~.~M~o~ld~e-a----------

Notice Information:
Counsel for Dan E. Moldea
Roger C. Simmons
Jodi Lynn Foss
Gordon & Simmons, LLC
1050 Key Parkway, Suite 101
Frederick, MD 21702
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